
Are you doing enough to protect your data?

NEOVERA

With so many cyber security alerts to review and 
security events to sort through, an organization’s IT 
team can end up with alert fatigue, causing them 
to ignore a high percentage of the alerts. When that 
happens, cyber attacks happen – and you don’t want 
your organization to be one of the 41% that reported 
network downtime of eight hours or more.* 

As an information technology leader, you want total 
security visibility into your network and users, without 
being bogged down with false positives and log 
monitoring overload. You need efficiency and peace 
of mind that your network is protected from malware, 
ransomware, and other cyber attacks.

Neovera can help you stay ahead of cyber threats. 
Our Cyber Security Services platform, NeoCyber™, provides 
enterprise-grade cyber security for organizations that are 
looking for a no-hassle solution to protect their data.

Our global threat intelligence monitoring system 
helps us fully understand the threat landscape so that 
emerging threats and advanced attack methods are 
identified and thwarted before damage is done. 

Bottom line: We protect your business from cyber attacks.

CYBER SECURITY SERVICES 
NeoCyber™

WHAT’S INCLUDED?

24x7 Continuous Security Monitoring and/or 
Management 

Detailed Security Reports

Compliance reports for regulations including 
PCI DSS, GLBA, and more

Monitoring and/or Management of Intrusion 
Prevention System (IPS)

Monitoring and/or Management of 
Unified Threat Management (UTM) Firewall 
Appliance(s)

It’s not IF. It’s WHEN. Get the data protection you need with NeoCyber™.

“One in five small businesses falls 
victim to hackers every year, and 
of those, about 60 percent go out 
of business within six months of the 
attack.” - U.S. Chamber of Commerce

*Source: PWC Information Security Survey
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NEOCYBER SECURITY SERVICES
Neovera offers multiple security packages customized to your infrastructure and business needs. 
Choose from our IPS (Intrusion Prevention System) or UTM (Unified Threat Management) monitoring 
and/or managed services packages. 

If you’re not sure which service is the best fit for your business, we’re here to help! 

To learn more about NeoCyber and our comprehensive 
portfolio of cyber security services, contact us at:

(866) 636-8372
sales@neovera.com

Get started today!  
Contact Neovera for a live demo 

and see how we can protect your 
data from cyber attacks! 

FEATURE BENEFITS IPS UTM 

24x7 Continuous Security 
Monitoring 

24x7x365 vigilance over your organization’s security activity. Our advanced 
intelligence monitoring system ensures that emerging threats and advanced 
attack methods are identified and thwarted before damage is done. 

Yes Yes 

24x7x365 Joint Security Operations 
Center (JSOC) 

Staffed 24×7 by Neovera’s security experts and analysts, located onsite at our 
secure datacenter compound providing the extra layer of protection between 
you and the security threats that can damage your business. 

Yes Yes 

Monitoring and/or Management 
of Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) 

Protects against network and application-level attacks, securing organizations 
against intrusion attempts, malware, Trojans, DoS and DDoS attacks, malicious 
code transmission, backdoor activity and blended threats.	  

Yes Yes 

Detailed Security Reports 

Identification of potential insider threats, such as unauthorized access or policy 
compliance issues and provide security reports detailing critical security 
events, threats, vulnerabilities and top offenders to ensure you have total 
situational awareness of your enterprise.  

Yes Yes 

Detailed Compliance Reports Compliance reporting for regulations including PCI DSS, HIPAA, NERC, GLBA, 
ISO, and more 

Yes 

Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) 
Protection 

Uses a cloud-based sandbox with full system emulation to detect and block 
advanced malware and zero day attacks.	   Yes 

Web URL Filtering Controls access to sites that host objectionable material or pose security risks. Yes 

Gateway AntiVirus Scans traffic on all major protocols to stop threats. Yes 

Application Control  Keeps unproductive, inappropriate, and dangerous applications off-limits. Yes 

Spam Blocking Delivers continuous protection from unwanted and dangerous email. Yes 

Reputation Enabled Defense Ensures faster, safer web surfing with cloud-based reputation look-up, 
protecting web users from malicious sites 

Yes 

Data Loss Prevention (DLP) Automatically inspects data in motion for corporate policy violations, and 
includes built-in PCI and HIPAA compliance scanner. 

Yes 




